PART THREE
Questions 16 – 22

• Look at the notes below.
• Some information is missing.
• You will hear part of a radio business news programme.
• For each question 16 – 22, fill in the missing information in the numbered space using one or two words.
• You will hear the programme twice.

BUSINESS NEWS NOTES

TELCON: to buy European mobile company. Problems with their (16) …………………….

ENTEL: new offices in (17) …………… this year

WINTERGOLD: trying to buy main (18) …………… to become market leader.

NPG: (19) ……………. profits announced this quarter.

LANLINK: share value shot up partly due to (20) …………… innovations

EAGLE AIRLINES: huge loss due to cost of (21) …………………

OIL: less need for (22) ……………. Oil has caused price drop.